Award-Winning Service

Connecting Currency

They treat the customer’s
priorities as their own.
TorFX are the best currency exchange
agents I have used in 35 years of business.
Their charges are transparent and great value.
Their staff are knowledgeable, courteous
and efficient – they treat the customer’s
priorities as their own. We have
been using them for 5 years now
– they have not let us down yet
and I don’t expect they will.
Numecent

Connecting
Currency
There are many reasons why businesses engage in international money
transfers. Whether your business is paying for imported goods, receiving
payment for goods or services sold abroad, paying overseas staff,
repatriating overseas earnings, or simply buying an asset or making a one
off purchase, TorFX can help.
The currency markets can be volatile and without careful management
even routine exchange rate fluctuations can impact your company’s
profitability. If you want to protect your bottom line, we can help you take
a proactive approach to managing your foreign exchange exposures by
implementing specialist risk-management solutions.
Maximising your company’s potential can be challenging, but getting the
best return on your international money transfers shouldn’t be. At TorFX,
we think connecting your business with excellent currency rates should
be stress-free, simple and cost-effective. Whatever industry you’re in, our
business is saving you money.

Tel: +44 (0)1736 335250 | www.torfx.com
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About
Us
Every transfer matters
to us and we work hard
to build the sort of
relationships which turn
first time traders into
lifetime clients, but what
else do we offer?

• Excellent Exchange Rates – As one of the world’s largest

specialist FX and international currency transfer providers we
can access highly competitive exchange rates across a wide
range of currencies.

• Free, Fast Transfers – Whether you arrange your transfer over
the phone or online, you’ll benefit from competitive exchange
rates and no transfer fees*. With direct connectivity to SWIFT
our transfers are fast and seamless.

• Market Insight – As well as helping you select the most suitable
solution for your currency needs we’ll monitor exchange rates
on your behalf and keep you informed of market news and rate
movements that are relevant to you – keeping you connected.

• Award Winning Service – We won the Consumer Moneyfacts
International Money Transfer Provider of the Year award in
2016, 2017 and 2018.

Want to know more? Here are our key facts!
 ur group processes in excess of 6 billion Pounds in foreign
•O
exchange and international payments per annum.

Over the last decade TorFX has gone from strength to strength
and our success has allowed us to expand our operations in the UK
and Australia. Our unwavering commitment to customer service
has seen us invest in both people and technology to stay ahead of
the competition and continue exceeding our clients’ expectations.

• Personal Account Management – Your company’s foreign

currency requirements will be looked after by a specialist Account
Manager, a dedicated professional who will take the time to
understand how your business works, monitor the markets on
your behalf and help you optimise your currency dealings.
*TorFX do not charge for international payments under our standard services. However, we do
reserve the right to do so if clients are making multiple payments per currency conversion.

 ith offices in the UK, mainland Europe, Australia, the USA
•W

and South Africa our group employs over 450 highly-skilled
financial services employees.

 e hold the highest credit rating with Dun & Bradstreet and
•W

are authorised as an Electronic Money Institution (EMI) by the
FCA.

• E nsuring the security of client funds is of paramount

importance to us, which is why we operate safeguarded
accounts in accordance with the Payment Service Regulations.

Trading With TorFX
We recognise that no two businesses are the same, so we like to take an
individual approach to managing your requirements – and that’s where
our dedicated Account Managers come in. Every client is assigned their
own personal point of call, an approachable currency expert who’s on
hand to offer guidance, specialist insight and regular updates whether
it’s your first transfer or your hundredth.
Opening a corporate account with us is quick, easy and free, and comes
with no obligation to trade. You can register online or over the phone
and once your account is open you can start arranging transfers straight
away.

Tel: +44 (0)1736 335250 | www.torfx.com
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Our Services
By offering your business access to a range of services which can be
tailored to suit your individual requirements, you can make the most
out of every hassle-free currency transfer.
Whether you’ve got a supplier to pay, foreign currency receipts from
your customers or multiple transfers to make in different countries,
we can help.

So what services do we provide?
Spot Contract
With this form of contract currencies are exchanged ‘on the
spot’ – meaning we secure you the most competitive exchange
rate available whenever you need to buy or sell a currency for
immediate settlement.

Forward Contract
Forward contracts can be particularly useful when budgeting
for a future currency exchange as they allow you to fix a rate in
advance. With TorFX you can fix the rate up to two years before
you need to send or receive the currency, giving you far greater
flexibility and security while supporting your financial planning.

24/7 Transfers
While you can arrange transfers of any size over the phone with
your Account Manager, you can use Business Online to transfer
up to £100,000 24/7. With Business Online you can also set up
rate alerts, add beneficiaries and view your transfer history.
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We can also help you optimise your
trading with different order types
Limit Order
If you don’t want to transfer your funds at the current rate you
can leave a Limit Order with your Account Manager targeting
a specific exchange rate. We will automatically execute your
transfer when your target rate becomes available.

Stop Loss Order
If you don’t want to move your money at the current rate but
are concerned that it may worsen and wish to control this risk,
you can ask us to execute your transfer if the exchange rate
deteriorates to your specified level. This allows you to wait for a
better rate, but lock in a worst-case rate should the market move
against you.

Market Insight

Forward contracts
can be particularly
useful when
budgeting for a
future currency
exchange as they
allow you to fix a
rate in advance

Register your business with TorFX and you’ll be assigned
a dedicated Account Manager to oversee all of your foreign
currency requirements. Your business will also benefit from
having access to in-depth analysis prepared by market
technicians, whose fundamental and technical approach
to gauging currency trends can help you minimise risk and
optimise the timing of your transfers.

Tel: +44 (0)1736 335250 | www.torfx.com
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An absolute delight to work with!
We process around 40 to 50 international payments a month
through TorFX and couldn’t be happier with the level of service.
Switching from international bank transfers to TorFX has saved
our company a substantial amount of money in monthly bank
fees as well as reducing manual processing time at our end,
allowing us to focus on what we do best: providing high quality
translations. Our account manager is an absolute delight to work
with. She knows our processes and requirements inside out and
provides valuable currency insights that help us get the best
exchange rate deals for our freelance translators.
Jones Enterprises Limited

We have had nothing but good service
The fact that TorFX is authorised by the Financial Conduct
Authority provides us with confidence about the safety of our
funds, which was our first consideration. Since we started using
TorFX we have had nothing but good service. Initially we were
reassured by their commitment to match any rate offered by our
bank but in reality this promise has never been needed as their
rates far outstrip those our bank can offer. The icing on the cake
is the excellent service we receive from our dedicated account
manager who is always efficient, professional and
a pleasure to deal with.
Fianium Limited

Client Reviews
What our customers had to say about us.

How to Register
Registering as a client with TorFX couldn’t be simpler

Opening a corporate account with TorFX is
very straightforward and you can complete
our registration form online or over the phone.
Once your details have been confirmed, one
of the specialist Corporate Accounts team will
give you a call to introduce themselves and talk
through your requirements.
From that point on they will be there
through every stage of your transfer and can
answer any questions you might have about
international money transfers and minimising
your company’s exposure to risk.
When you’re ready to move your money your
Account Manager will confirm the current
trading rate and execute transfers on your
instruction – the process is completely
transparent and no contract is booked without
your explicit confirmation. You’ll also be sent

a Contract Note outlining the terms of your
transfer. Once your transfer is booked you will
be asked to pay TorFX in the sale currency
so that the exchange can be completed and
your purchased currency sent straight to
your nominated account. This may be your
own bank account or you may ask us to pay
a supplier or client direct. Dependent on the
contract selected and the currencies involved,
the converted currency is usually transferred to
the recipient account within 1 to 2 working days,
although if we have funds on account prior to
booking your trade the transfer will be made
immediately subject to normal banking cut off
times.
Whatever your requirement, your Account
Manager will be there to help you make
the most from your international currency
transfers.

Whatever your requirement, your Account Manager
will be there to help you make the most from your
international currency transfers.
Tel: +44 (0)1736 335250 | www.torfx.com
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Frequently Asked
Answers to common queries

At TorFX we believe connecting
currency should be free, so we
won’t charge you a thing.
What are the benefits of using
TorFX over my bank?

How much does it cost
to transfer money abroad?

There are a number of benefits to using TorFX
to manage your company’s international
money transfers – not least being able to
achieve a more competitive exchange rate.
You’ll also avoid having to pay the transfer fees
levied by some banks and will benefit from
the constant support of your own dedicated
Account Manager. In short, you’ll save money,
time and stress.

At TorFX we believe connecting currency should
be free, so we won’t charge you a thing outside
of the actual exchange rate we quote. As well as
seeing immediate savings by avoiding additional
costs, you’ll also get more for your money by
securing an excellent exchange rate.

Will my company’s money
be safe with TorFX?
Ensuring the security of client funds is hugely
important to us and we have a number of
procedures in place so you never have to
worry.As well as being authorised as an
Electronic Money Institution (EMI) by the FCA,
we operate segregated client accounts, adopt
stringent compliance procedures and hold the
highest level of creditworthiness with Dun &
Bradstreet. Check out our website for more
information about how we keep your money
safe.
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How long will my transfer take?
We like to get your money where it needs to be
as quickly as possible. While the amount of time
a transfer takes can depend on the currency,
destination and receiving bank, the funds should
be in your account on the same day or within
no more than two working days for more exotic
destinations.

Is there a minimum
or maximum transfer amount?
There’s no maximum limit on one-off transfers
and we’ll conduct regular overseas payments
of anywhere from £500 at a commercial
exchange rate on a fee-free basis.

Efficiency and good value
I have found TorFX always execute my
instructions with speed and efficiency and
offer a good rate on my transaction.
If l need to make any variation to my
regular monthly payment they are
fast and responsive. I cannot ask
for a better service than the
one they offer and would
recommend them to others.
Expecto Ltd
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